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hazardous substance, pollutant, or con
taminant as defined under CERCLA
sections 101 (14) and (33) (‘‘CERCLA
waste’’) that is conducted by EPA,
States, private parties, or other Fed
eral agencies, that is Fund-financed
and/or is taken pursuant to any
CERCLA authority, including cleanups
at Federal facilities under section 120
of CERCLA, and cleanups under section
311 of the Clean Water Act (except for
cleanup of petroleum exempt under
CERCLA). Applicability extends to
those actions taken jointly under
CERCLA and another authority.
(2) In cases of emergency removal ac
tions under CERCLA, emergency ac
tions taken during remedial actions, or
response actions under section 311 of
the Clean Water Act where the release
poses an immediate and significant
threat to human health and the envi
ronment, the On-Scene Coordinator
(OSC) may determine that it is nec
essary to transfer CERCLA waste offsite without following the require
ments of this section.
(3) This section applies to CERCLA
wastes from cleanup actions based on
CERCLA decision documents signed or
consent decrees lodged after October
17, 1986 (‘‘post-SARA CERCLA wastes’’)
as well as those based on CERCLA deci
sion documents signed and consent de
crees lodged prior to October 17, 1986
(‘‘pre-SARA CERCLA wastes’’). PreSARA and post-SARA CERCLA wastes
are subject to the same acceptability
criteria in § 300.440(b)(1) and (2).
(4) EPA (usually the EPA Regional
Office) will determine the acceptability
under this section of any facility se
lected for the treatment, storage, or
disposal of CERCLA waste. EPA will
determine if there are relevant releases
or relevant violations at a facility
prior to the facility’s initial receipt of
CERCLA waste. A facility which has
previously been evaluated and found
acceptable under this rule (or the preceding policy) is acceptable until the
EPA Regional Office notifies the facil
ity otherwise pursuant to § 300.440(d).
(5) Off-site transfers of those labora
tory samples and treatability study
CERCLA wastes from CERCLA sites
set out in paragraphs (a)(5)(i) through
(iii) of this section, are not subject to

institutional
controls,
under
§ 300.510(c).
(2) A remedy becomes ‘‘operational
and functional’’ either one year after
construction is complete, or when the
remedy is determined concurrently by
EPA and the state to be functioning
properly and is performing as designed,
whichever is earlier. EPA may grant
extensions to the one-year period, as
appropriate.
(3) For Fund-financed remedial ac
tions involving treatment or other
measures to restore ground- or surfacewater quality to a level that assures
protection of human health and the en
vironment, the operation of such treat
ment or other measures for a period of
up to 10 years after the remedy becomes operational and functional will
be considered part of the remedial ac
tion. Activities required to maintain
the effectiveness of such treatment or
measures following the 10-year period,
or after remedial action is complete,
whichever is earlier, shall be consid
ered O&M. For the purposes of federal
funding provided under CERCLA sec
tion 104(c)(6), a restoration activity
will be considered administratively
‘‘complete’’ when:
(i) Measures restore ground- or sur
face-water quality to a level that
assures protection of human health and
the environment;
(ii) Measures restore ground or sur
face water to such a point that reduc
tions in contaminant concentrations
are no longer significant; or
(iii) Ten years have elapsed, whichever is earliest.
(4) The following shall not be deemed
to constitute treatment or other meas
ures to restore contaminated ground or
surface water under § 300.435(f)(3):
(i) Source control maintenance meas
ures; and
(ii) Ground- or surface-water meas
ures initiated for the primary purpose
of providing a drinking-water supply,
not for the purpose of restoring ground
water.
§ 300.440 Procedures for planning and
implementing off-site response ac
tions.
(a) Applicability. (1) This section ap
plies to any remedial or removal action
involving the off-site transfer of any
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the requirements of this section. However, those CERCLA wastes may not be
transferred back to the CERCLA site
unless the Remedial Project Manager
or OSC assures the proper management
of the CERCLA waste samples or resi
dues and gives permission to the laboratory or treatment facility for the
samples and/or residues to be returned
to the site.
(i) Samples of CERCLA wastes sent
to a laboratory for characterization;
(ii) RCRA hazardous wastes that are
being transferred from a CERCLA site
for treatability studies and that meet
the requirements for an exemption for
RCRA under 40 CFR 261.4(e); and
(iii) Non-RCRA wastes that are being
transferred from a CERCLA site for
treatability studies and that are below
the quantity threshold established at
40 CFR 261.4(e)(2).
(b) Acceptability criteria. (1) Facility
compliance. (i) A facility will be deemed
in compliance for the purpose of this
rule if there are no relevant violations
at or affecting the unit or units receiv
ing CERCLA waste:
(A) For treatment to standards speci
fied in 40 CFR part 268, subpart D, in
cluding any pre-treatment or storage
units used prior to treatment;
(B) For treatment to substantially
reduce its mobility, toxicity or persist
ence in the absence of a defined treat
ment standard, including any pretreatment or storage units used prior
to treatment; or
(C) For storage or ultimate disposal
of CERCLA waste not treated to the
previous criteria at the same facility.
(ii) Relevant violations include sig
nificant deviations from regulations,
compliance order provisions, or permit
conditions designed to: ensure that
CERCLA waste is destined for and delivered to authorized facilities; prevent
releases of hazardous waste, hazardous
constituents, or hazardous substances
to the environment; ensure early detec
tion of such releases; or compel correc
tive action for releases. Criminal viola
tions which result in indictment are
also relevant violations. In addition,
violations of the following require
ments may be considered relevant:
(A) Applicable subsections of sections
3004 and 3005 of RCRA or, where appli
cable, other Federal laws (such as the

Toxic Substances Control Act and subtitle D of RCRA);
(B) Applicable sections of State envi
ronmental laws; and
(C) In addition, land disposal units at
RCRA subtitle C facilities receiving
RCRA hazardous waste from response
actions authorized or funded under
CERCLA must be in compliance with
RCRA section 3004(o) minimum tech
nology requirements. Exceptions may
be made only if the unit has been
granted a waiver from these require
ments under 40 CFR 264.301.
(2) Releases. (i) Release is defined in
§ 300.5 of this part. Releases under this
section do not include:
(A) De minimis releases;
(B) Releases permitted under Federal
programs or under Federal programs
delegated to the States (Federally per
mitted releases are defined in § 300.5),
except to the extent that such releases
are found to pose a threat to human
health and the environment; or
(C) Releases to the air that do not ex
ceed standards promulgated pursuant
to RCRA section 3004(n), or absent such
standards, or where such standards do
not apply, releases to the air that do
not present a threat to human health
or the environment.
(ii) Releases from units at a facility
designated for off-site transfer of
CERCLA waste must be addressed as
follows:
(A) Receiving units at RCRA subtitle C
facilities. CERCLA wastes may be
transferred to an off-site unit regulated
under subtitle C of RCRA, including a
facility regulated under the permit-byrule provisions of 40 CFR 270.60 (a), (b)
or (c), only if that unit is not releasing
any hazardous waste, hazardous con
stituent, or hazardous substance into
the ground water, surface water, soil or
air.
(B) Other units at RCRA subtitle C land
disposal facilities. CERCLA wastes may
not be transferred to any unit at a
RCRA subtitle C land disposal facility
where a non-receiving unit is releasing
any hazardous waste, hazardous con
stituent, or hazardous substance into
the ground water, surface water, soil,
or air, unless that release is controlled
by an enforceable agreement for cor
rective action under subtitle C of
RCRA or other applicable Federal or
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State authority. For purposes of this
section, a RCRA ‘‘land disposal facil
ity’’ is any RCRA facility at which a
land disposal unit is located, regardless
of whether a land disposal unit is the
receiving unit.
(C) Other units at RCRA subtitle C
treatment, storage, and permit-by-rule fa
cilities. CERCLA wastes may not be
transferred to any unit at a RCRA subtitle C treatment, storage or permitby-rule facility, where a release of any
hazardous
waste,
hazardous
con
stituent, or hazardous substance from
non-receiving units poses a significant
threat to public health or the environ
ment, unless that release is controlled
by an enforceable agreement for cor
rective action under subtitle C of
RCRA or other applicable Federal or
State authority.
(D) All other facilities. CERCLA
wastes should not be transferred to any
unit at an other-than-RCRA subtitle C
facility if the EPA Regional Office has
information indicating that an envi
ronmentally significant release of haz
ardous substances has occurred at that
facility, unless the release is controlled
by an enforceable agreement for cor
rective action under an applicable Fed
eral or State authority.
(iii) Releases are considered to be
‘‘controlled’’ for the purpose of this
section as provided in § 300.440 (f)(3)(iv)
and (f)(3)(v). A release is not considered
‘‘controlled’’ for the purpose of this
section during the pendency of admin
istrative or judicial challenges to cor
rective action requirements, unless the
facility has made the requisite showing
under § 300.440(e).
(c) Basis for determining acceptability.
(1) If a State finds that a facility within its jurisdiction is operating in noncompliance with state law require
ments including the requirements of
any Federal program for which the
State has been authorized, EPA will
determine, after consulting with the
State as appropriate, if the violation is
relevant under the rule and if so, issue
an
initial
determination
of
unacceptability.
(2) If a State finds that releases are
occurring at a facility regulated under
State law or a Federal program for
which the State is authorized, EPA
will determine, after consulting with

the State as appropriate, if the release
is relevant under the rule and if so,
issue an initial determination of
unacceptability.
(3) EPA may also issue initial deter
minations of unacceptability based on
its own findings. EPA can undertake
any inspections, data collection and/or
assessments necessary. EPA will then
notify with the State about the results
and issue a determination notice if a
relevant violation or release is found.
(d) Determination of unacceptability.
(1) Upon initial determination by the
EPA Regional Office that a facility
being considered for the off-site trans
fer of any CERCLA waste does not
meet the criteria for acceptability
stated in § 300.440(b), the EPA Region
shall notify the owner/operator of such
facility, and the responsible agency in
the State in which the facility is lo
cated, of the unacceptability finding.
The notice will be sent by certified and
first-class mail, return receipt requested. The certified notice, if not ac
knowledged by the return receipt card,
should be considered to have been re
ceived by the addressee if properly sent
by regular mail to the last address
known to the EPA Regional Office.
(2) The notice shall generally: state
that based on available information
from a RCRA Facility Assessment
(RFA), inspection, or other data
sources, the facility has been found not
to meet the requirements of § 300.440;
cite the specific acts, omissions, or
conditions which form the basis of
these findings; and inform the owner/
operator of the procedural recourse
available under this regulation.
(3) A facility which was previously
evaluated and found acceptable under
this rule (or the preceding policy) may
continue to receive CERCLA waste for
60 calendar days after the date of
issuance of the notice, unless otherwise
determined in accordance with paragraphs (d)(8) or (d)(9) of this section.
(4) If the owner or operator of the fa
cility in question submits a written request for an informal conference with
the EPA Regional Office within 10 cal
endar days from the issuance of the no
tice, the EPA Regional Office shall provide the opportunity for such con
ference no later than 30 calendar days
after the date of the notice, if possible,
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to discuss the basis for the underlying
violation or release determination, and
its relevance to the facility’s acceptability to receive CERCLA cleanup
wastes. State representatives may attend the informal conference, submit
written comments prior to the infor
mal conference, and/or request addi
tional meetings with the EPA Region,
relating to the unacceptability issue
during the determination process. If no
State representative is present, EPA
shall notify the State of the outcome
of the conference. An owner/operator
may submit written comments by the
30th day after issuance of the notice, in
addition to or instead of requesting an
informal conference.
(5) If the owner or operator neither
requests an informal conference nor
submits written comments, the facility
becomes
unacceptable
to
receive
CERCLA waste on the 60th day after
the notice is issued (or on such other
date designated under paragraph (d)(9)
of this section). The facility will remain unacceptable until such time as
the EPA Regional Office notifies the
owner or operator otherwise.
(6) If an informal conference is held
or written comments are received, the
EPA Region shall decide whether or
not the information provided is suffi
cient to show that the facility is oper
ating in physical compliance with re
spect to the relevant violations cited in
the initial notice of unacceptability,
and that all relevant releases have
been eliminated or controlled, as re
quired in paragraph (b)(2) of this sec
tion, such that a determination of ac
ceptability would be appropriate. EPA
will notify the owner/operator in writ
ing whether or not the information
provided is sufficient to support a determination of acceptability. Unless
EPA determines that information pro
vided by the owner/operator and the
State is sufficient to support a deter
mination of acceptability, the facility
becomes unacceptable on the 60th cal
endar day after issuance of the original
notice of unacceptability (or other date
established pursuant to paragraphs
(d)(8) or (d)(9) of this section).
(7) Within 10 days of hearing from the
EPA Regional Office after the informal
conference or the submittal of written
comments, the owner/operator or the

State may request a reconsideration of
the unacceptability determination by
the EPA Regional Administrator (RA).
Reconsideration may be by review of
the record, by conference, or by other
means deemed appropriate by the Re
gional Administrator; reconsideration
does not automatically stay the deter
mination beyond the 60-day period. The
owner/operator will receive notice in
writing of the decision of the RA.
(8) The EPA Regional Administrator
may decide to extend the 60-day period
if more time is required to review a
submission. The facility owner/oper
ator shall be notified in writing if the
Regional Administrator extends the 60
days.
(9) The EPA Regional Office may de
cide that a facility’s unacceptability is
immediately effective (or effective in
less than 60 days) in extraordinary sit
uations such as, but not limited to,
emergencies at the facility or egre
gious violations. The EPA Region shall
notify the facility owner/operator of
the date of unacceptability, and may
modify timeframes for comments and
other procedures accordingly.
(e) Unacceptability during administra
tive and judicial challenges of corrective
action decisions. For a facility with releases that are subject to a corrective
action permit, order, or decree, an ad
ministrative or judicial challenge to
the corrective action (or a challenge to
a permit modification calling for addi
tional corrective action) shall not be
considered to be part of a corrective
action ‘‘program’’ controlling those releases and shall not act to stay a deter
mination of unacceptability under this
rule. However, such facility may remain acceptable to receive CERCLA
waste during the pendency of the ap
peal or litigation if:
(1) It satisfies the EPA Regional Of
fice that adequate interim corrective
action measures will continue at the
facility; or
(2) It demonstrates to the EPA Re
gional Office the absence of a need to
take corrective action during the
short-term, interim period.
Either demonstration may be made
during the 60-day review period in the
context of the informal conference and
RA reconsideration.
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(f) Re-evaluating unacceptability. If,
after notification of unacceptability
and the opportunity to confer as described in § 300.440(d), the facility remains unacceptable, the facility can
regain acceptability. A facility found
to be unacceptable to receive CERCLA
wastes based on relevant violations or
releases may regain acceptability if
the following conditions are met:
(1) Judgment on the merits. The facil
ity has prevailed on the merits in an
administrative or judicial challenge to
the finding of noncompliance or uncon
trolled releases upon which the
unacceptability
determination
was
based.
(2) Relevant violations. The facility
has demonstrated to the EPA Region
its return to physical compliance for
the relevant violations cited in the no
tice.
(3) Releases. The facility has dem
onstrated to the EPA Region that:
(i) All releases from receiving units
at RCRA subtitle C facilities have been
eliminated and prior contamination
from such releases is controlled by a
corrective action program approved
under subtitle C of RCRA;
(ii) All releases from other units at
RCRA subtitle C land disposal facilities
are controlled by a corrective action
program approved under subtitle C of
RCRA;
(iii) All releases from other units at
RCRA subtitle C treatment and storage
facilities do not pose a significant
threat to human health or the environ
ment, or are controlled by a corrective
action program approved under subtitle C of RCRA.
(iv) A RCRA subtitle C corrective ac
tion program may be incorporated into
a permit, order, or decree, including
the following: a corrective action order
under RCRA section 3008(h), section
7003 or section 3013, a RCRA permit
under 40 CFR 264.100 or 264.101, or a per
mit under an equivalent authority in a
State authorized for corrective action
under RCRA section 3004(u). Releases
will be deemed controlled upon
issuance of the order, permit, or decree
which initiates and requires comple
tion of one or more of the following: a
RCRA Facility Investigation, a RCRA
Corrective Measures Study, and/or Cor-

rective Measures Implementation. The
release remains controlled as long as
the facility is in compliance with the
order, permit, or decree, and enters
into subsequent agreements for imple
mentation of additional corrective ac
tion measures when necessary, except
during periods of administrative or ju
dicial challenges, when the facility
must make a demonstration under
§ 300.440(e) in order to remain acceptable.
(v) Facilities with releases regulated
under other applicable Federal laws, or
State laws under a Federally-delegated
program may regain acceptability
under this section if the releases are
deemed by the EPA Regional Office not
to pose a threat to human health or the
environment, or if the facility enters
into an enforceable agreement under
those laws to conduct corrective action
activities to control releases. Releases
will be deemed controlled upon the
issuance of an order, permit, or decree
which initiates and requires one or
more of the following: a facility inves
tigation, a corrective action study,
and/or corrective measures implemen
tation. The release remains controlled
as long as the facility is in compliance
with the order, permit, or decree, and
enters into subsequent agreements for
implementation of additional correc
tive measures when necessary, except
during periods of administrative or ju
dicial challenges, when the facility
must make a demonstration under
§ 300.440(e) in order to remain acceptable.
(4) Prior to the issuance of a deter
mination that a facility has returned
to acceptability, the EPA Region shall
notify the State in which the facility is
located, and provide an opportunity for
the State to discuss the facility’s ac
ceptability status with EPA.
(5) An unacceptable facility may be
reconsidered for acceptability whenever the EPA Regional Office finds that
the facility fulfills the criteria stated
in § 300.440(b). Upon such a finding, the
EPA Regional Office shall notify the
facility and the State in writing.
[58 FR 49215, Sept. 22, 1993]
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